FOEI PRINCIPLES FOR EU LEGISLATION TO EFFECTIVELY REGULATE CORPORATIONS
THROUGHOUT THEIR GLOBAL VALUE CHAINS
Mandatory human rights and environmental due
diligence (HREDD) has been proposed at EU level to
regulate the human rights violations and environmental
harms in the global value chains of companies operating
in the EU, in the form of the EU’s forthcoming
sustainable corporate governance directive.
Firstly, while such new EU laws are needed, this
directive alone will not solve the global problem of
corporate impunity. It must complement rather than
substitute a legally binding instrument at the UN
(UN LBI) to close the transnational gaps that enable
corporate impunity. The UN LBI process recognises
the need for concrete obligations on transnational
corporations and other business enterprises with
transnational operations, and high levels of protection for
victims and affected people, as per UNHRC Resolution
26/9. EU legislation must be accompanied by the EU
finally taking up its responsibility to engage actively and
constructively in the negotiations for an ambitious and
effective UN LBI .
The UN and European instruments must complement
each other and evolve together to ensure high levels
of protection, robust prevention measures as well as
administrative, civil and criminal liability (including
joint and several liability). Both instruments must ensure
the legal responsibility of parent and outsourcing
companies over their whole value chains and business

relationships, as well as provide justice and remedy for
all affected people, as soon as possible, and at all levels
(national, regional and international).
The EU must take inspiration from the UN LBI to go
beyond insubstantial and procedural due diligence
obligations in its coming law. A due diligence obligation
by itself is unlikely to prevent and remedy violations and
harms. It is only a requirement to put in place processes
to prevent and address harm so it does not guarantee
that companies will always avoid causing or contributing
to human rights violations, nor that remedies will be
provided.
An EU law must legislate for substantive obligations
as well as a broader range of provisions designed at
effectively preventing and remedying harm, including
provisions that strengthen liability of companies for the
harm they cause worldwide, to ensure that companies
are obliged to be proactive by implementing effective
and adequate measures to prevent violations by their
subsidiaries, controlled companies and throughout their
value chains. When harms occur, even if due diligence
has been conducted, companies (as legal persons) and
the decision makers within them (as natural persons)
should still have to pay compensation and provide
reparation to all people affected by harms, and/or be
held criminally liable if appropriate.

We therefore demand that the forthcoming EU
legislation focus on effectively preventing human
rights violations and environmental harms and on
improving access to justice and remedy for all the
affected, including people and the environment.
The law should be as ambitious as possible, and
specifically it must:

- apply to business enterprises, both public and
private, including financial institutions, of all sizes
and across all sectors, domiciled or based in,
operating, or offering a product or service, within
the EU.1
- Oblige companies to respect human rights
and the environment, in their own operations,
and those of their subsidiaries or other controlled
entities and their global value chains.
- cover all human rights violations as well as
climate impacts and environmental harms
(including crimes).
- ensure due diligence is a substantive obligation
that must be effectively implemented through
adequate measures and is not only a process or
reporting obligation.
- Ensure monitoring is done by independent
organisations: the monitoring of due diligence
and evaluation of the effectiveness of measures
cannot rely only on self-monitoring by the
companies themselves and there must be full
transparency about the due diligence process.

- ensure the full recognition and protection of the
rights of communities and individuals (potentially)
affected by corporate activities. Affected people
must be meaningfully consulted in every step
of the corporate operations through independent
consultations overseen by the state. The right
to free, prior and informed consent enshrined
in the ILO’s Indigenous and Tribal Peoples
Convention 169 must be fully respected, as well
as all affected peoples’ right to say no to projects.
- include strong sanctions as well as
administrative, civil and criminal liability
regimes, when companies and the decision
makers within them (CEOs etc.) do not comply
with their obligation to prevent human rights
violations and environmental harm, and when
they cause or contribute to violations and harm,
both within and outside the EU. In particular:
• Parent and outsourcing companies must
be liable for violations and harms caused by
themselves, by their subsidiaries and entities
they control or have the ability to control directly
or indirectly, and by the entities throughout all
their business relationships including in their
global value chains.
• The law should include provisions making
it possible to sue both the parent company
and subsidiaries together and establish their
joint and several liability, placing the largest
responsibility on the parent or outsourcing
companies, but also recognises the (possibly
lesser) liability of the subsidiaries, providers
and subcontractors. The establishment of joint
and several liabilities should include all the

1. For companies not based in the EU but offering a product or service within the EU, transnational corporations should be the priority
focus of regulation.

companies that profit from the activities in the
economic group and in the value chain.
• Companies must not be able to escape
liability for harm by arguing that they have
respected due diligence obligations. There
should also not be any ‘safe harbour’ regime
to escape liability, e.g. membership to a sector
dialogue constituting a civil liability defense.
• improve access to justice, and allow all
people affected by harms committed by EU
companies to seek justice in EU national
courts. Affected people must have access to
timely, adequate and effective remedies. In
particular:
• The applicable law should be chosen by the
plaintiffs.
• The law should create funds for affected
peoples’ legal expenses.
• The law should enhance access to
information, and include disclosure
provisions. In particular, it must require
companies to disclose any relevant information
(including about their corporate structure and all
business relations) and evidence lying in their
control, particularly regarding their connection
to the harm and their due diligence process.
• The law must reverse the burden of proof:
• The burden should be on parent or
outsourcing companies to prove that they
cannot control companies in their economic
group or value chains.
• The burden should be on companies to
prove that they have not breached their
prevention duties and/or that they are not
responsible for the harm
• The law must ensure that the affected have
enough time to bring claims for damages
and reparation before EU courts. Law should

include provisions to allow affected people to
pursue a case through some form of collective
redress, akin to a class action
- ensure protection measures for human
rights defenders (such as community leaders
and members of local CSOs supporting them) are
included, especially in terms of increasing risks
of harassment, criminalization, arbitrary arrest or
any unlawful interference with their human rights
and fundamental freedoms prior, during and after
legal proceedings, even if they are not directly
plaintiffs in the legal case.

A new EU law without these elements would not be
effective in preventing violations or ending corporate
impunity. To be effective, it is also critical that
prevention is not reduced to mandatory due diligence
as a simple ‘box-ticking’ process to be put in place
by companies that would allow them to escape their
responsibilities. The obligation to respect human
rights is inherently an obligation of results and not
of means, and this law should reflect that.
The process for an EU legislation, including
consultation, proposal-drafting and the negotiation
phase, must be open, transparent and democratic,
with meaningful participation of citizens and
civil society from inside and outside the EU, in
particular includng voices from affected people in
the Global South, and protected from corporate
influence and capture.
The provisions included in the EU legislation and the
UN LBI under negotiation must be complementary.
For instance, both legislations should affirm the
primacy of human rights over trade and investment
agreements. In addition, an international tribunal
on transnational corporations has been proposed
by civil society in the framework of the UN LBI. This is
indispensable to improve access to justice and remedy
for affected people, and would be complementary to
the jurisdiction of national courts in the EU and other
countries.
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